Grain Marketing is Simple (it’s just not easy), 2nd Edition

Book Errata

updated February 2016

I don’t like making mistakes, but when a book is over 300 pages long, mistakes will be made. If you find a mistake, please let me know by email at usset001@umn.edu. My hats-off to the people who find them!

1. Page xvi: The X-Axis (the horizontal axis) is mislabeled. The months are shown as September-August (the marketing year for corn and soybeans). The months should read June-May (the marketing year for wheat). Substitute June for September, July for October, etc. and it all makes sense.

2. Page 107: In the 2016 pre-harvest marketing plan for wheat, it reads, "plan starts on November 1, 2016." This should read "November 1, 2015."